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Wittgenstein asked himself:1

Why don't I call cookery rules arbitrary, and why am I tempted to call the rules 
of  grammar arbitrary? Because 'cookery' is defined by its end, whereas 'speaking' 
is not. That why the use of  language is in a certain sense au tonomous, as cooking 
and washing are not. You cook badly if  you are guided in your cooking by rules 
other than the right ones; but if  you follow other rules than those of  chess you 
are playing another game; and if  you follow grammatical rules other such-and-
such ones, that does not mean you say something wrong, no, you are speaking of  
something else.2

While Mr.Wittgenstein sits at the table with his silence, the chefs are 
preparing his food under the mathematics of  a computer terminal 
– without any rules.  The ticket machine recites Mr Wittgenstein’s 
order, without any grammar. 







From my earliest days of living in London, I began working illegally in a Chinese restaurant. As a Taiwanese native 
on a student visa, this decision was driven by the high cost of living expenses. This journey into kitchen work 
expanded into trials in various restaurants across London. Whilst working at most of the them unregistered, I 
was tasked with handling food and money, on the frontier of the production line. Later on, I was contracted to 
work as a chef in one of London’s most successful Taiwanese restaurants. Bao originated as a street food stall in 
Netil Market, Hackney, and was later bought out by JKS, an award-winning restaurant chain. These experiences 
confirmed my suspicions that most of the food had been adapted to the tastes and ingredients of foreign natives. 
Under the instruction of British chefs to prepare dishes of my own culture, I felt a precarious sense of identity 
in relation to the this culinary orthodoxy, as Taiwanese cuisine has adapted culinary practices from many other 
cultures: embodying the histories of its colonized past.

During my time as a chef, I still enjoyed myself—meandering amongst crowds of tourists, along the glamorous 
rim of Regent Street, looking at the nostalgic and solemnly embossed facades. I was once struck to realize my 
job served towards a fraudulent food production of flattery, mis-sold under the aesthetic guise of ‘authenticity’. 
Nonetheless, it harmoniously fed and satisfied many foreigners, myself included. 



As a performance, Given Table seeks to simulate the working conditions 
of  a Taiwanese kitchen in London’s Soho district where I have 
worked, as well as document the working conditions for over a year. 
Working in the back of  house, my role involves taking responsibility 
of  the fryer section of  the restaurant and delivering tasks such as 
preparing ingredients to be fried before serving, cleaning, stock 
counting and supporting the general maintenance of  the restaurant’s 
operation. The performance in question responds to the spatial 
relations in the restaurant and its associated hierarchy: moving from 
customer, to front of  the house, to head chef, to commis chef  and, 
finally, to kitchen porter. 

Participants are invited to take turns carrying out the different roles 
involved in the preparation of  food, encompassing a spectrum of   
tasks required by restaurant kitchens. The central challenge is to 
try and acclimatise to the rapid pace of  kitchen labour by handling 
a range of  different ingredients, carrying out cookery techniques 
in response to the demands of  a customer; all the while in a very 
compressed time schedule, passing through the technique as 
pedagogue.  

By fulfilling divergent roles within the hierarchical planes evident in 
the restaurant kitchen, participants should leave with a broadened 
understanding of  the physical and mental conditions of  the labour 
involved food production. 







I tried to rationalise the origins of the propaganda and cliche that captured me during my years of telematic 
brainwashing growing up in Taiwan. Information alluding to England’s passed dominance of maritime global 
trade,exploring the technique of fetishizing and commodifying the unknown, occurred and accompanied by a 
history of exploration and colonial anecdotes. Once the demand of aristocrats was satisfied, this kind of practice 
evolved and pushed these adventures to the Far East, where objects considered to be ‘cultural artifacts’ were 
harvested. The prosperous production of chinoiserie goods—a category of decorative item that pervade to every 
detail of European interior upon a time—provides a good example to address this phenomenon. 

Without realizing that the colonies appropriate, ‘the cultural practices of their oppressors after their own fashion 
and traditions—in effect subverting the system in appearing to conform with it, in simulating the very mode of their 
supervision’3, trade not only brought back the foreign seed of habit, but also the indulgence of the flesh that it 
enslaved: asian sex workers, labour, tea, coffee, opium and artefacts of chinoiserie china. Subject that is elaborated 
in a Baudelairian manner, consequently incubate a field of reproducing counterfeits of cultural ar tifacts that 
invaded the European everyday, producing a demand as well a model of production to be adapted at anytime. 
In the UK, following the arrival of traded goods, many Chinese arrived at the docks of East London. That was 
probably the first time these characters from folding screens walked the city as cultural representatives. 



The installation’s structure is inspired by portable stalls seen in the 
food culture of  Taiwan. There, the customer directly faces the cook 
in the street with clear differences emerging: seated versus standing, 
delivery versus waiting. The structure in which this centres around 
is metal, ruthless and cold; a purportedly efficient material for its 
maintenance and portability, not so much for its livability. Aluminium 
is lightweight, resistant to rust and easy to clean. Taiwan has a humid 
climate and a highly dense population. The street food stall must be 
agile enough to be installed, and stored, anywhere, and setup quickly.







During my time working as a chef, I found it relaxing to 
simply close my eyes on the underground train—ignoring the 
people standing around, with their congested handrail holding 
and staggering steps. The Monday morning train, packed full 
of commuters, soothed me as I stood half asleep following 
a frenzied weekend in the kitchen.  I recall how I struggled 
to hold parts that run the fryer station together, striving to 
make it through until the end of the lunch service at 3pm. All 
the while I anticipated and deflected accidents, such as the 
failure of the extraction fan or gas systems, or the absence 
of a critical ingredient, which could have disrupted the 
organization of the daily schedule and impacted the workload 
of my section. 

If the head chef were to be sick or late, which happened 
quite frequently for his drinking habit, I would recognise the 
scenario directly upon my approach towards the restaurant, 
where I was always met with the staff standing in front of the 
door, smoking cheerfully. As a last moment detour, I would 
often turn into the Pret nearby for a french butter croissant 
and a black americano, a treat to stimulate the body and 
adjust to the speedy rhythm.



The installation pays homage to the ‘server’ within this composition – 
the participants that act as apprentice and master on the preparation 
sections and whom collaborate together to deliver the instructed 
tasks during the performance. Att the same time, it is also acts as an 
apparatus that unravels the rationale behind the spatial distinctions 
that exist in this context. And as such, it deals with an understanding 
of  the restaurant operation – a mechanism inseparable from late 
capitalism – while pulling the fundamental exchange of  this subjective 
experience into question. During the performance, the labour is no 
longer circumscribed by currency but by time, an equality of  service 
is demanded, the consuming of  the service is set at the same length 
of  producing it. 



















I recall the anxiety of running precariously late. When I 
finally arrived at Oxford Circus via the Victoria line, I would 
tread heavily on the milky white tile as I made the the slow 
ascent to Regent Street.  Following inches behind others’ 
heels through the Tudor revival arch, Carnaby street, I turned 
left towards Hearst Magazines and The National Magazine 
Company, passing a cubist office building, finally arriving at 
the restaurant, next to the John Snow pub. I usually found 
the head chef sitting comfortably at the dining table in the 
front of the restaurant squinting at the me seriously. As could 
always be expected, he would repeat to me, in a robust voice, 
the importance of punctuality, followed by a toneless greeting. 

I had always been a good audience for his passionate rhetoric 
and endeavor for sincerity, as he vouched for the honor of  
punctuality. Never theless, the manager surveying the sign-
in page somehow always expressed his comprehension 
for the bad traffic which the head chef chronically seemed 
to encounter. Inevitably caught up in occasional delays, I 
developed a cer tain sense of antagonism against whoever 
caused disruption on the bus or tube: travellers enquiring 
about their routes, the obstruction of a wheelchair or baby 
stroller.







Hospitality is an industry that establishes a social hierarchy above 
subjective experience: it is an antagonistic relationship. In order to 
access the space of  ‘dining out’, one must have disposable capital 
to afford the pleasantries of  doing so. Or, in Bishop’s words, 
relationships that “emerge between two incomplete entities”.4 Bishop 
is a British art critic, who expanded the parameter of  relational 
aesthetics; a practice of  art criticism that is primarily know through 
the writing of  French art critic Nicolas Bourriaud. A restaurant is 
a place involving  intimate encounters, relying on a sense of  social 
totality, occuring when one adapts to differing  social conditions. The 
docile labour by being “special” as a professional that fully explores 
one’s talent in their post, and driven with what they “ought” to 
achieve, underpinning a social relationship through achieving such 
goal thus reproducing the model.5 This relationship is precarious, as 
it often fails to recognise or comprehend each subject’s temporality 
clearly. For example, a poor man enters the restaurant with little 
money, or frequent customers make complaints that expect a service 
beyond reasonable expectations. This unsettles the precondition 
that hospitality – in this case the offering of  food – is defined as 
identifying a stranger, to identify the boundaries of  one’s property, in 
other words, knowing the limit that one can give, before accepting the 
stranger as a guest.







—It was the typical life of a plongeur, and it did not seem a bad life at 
the time. I had no sensation of poverty, for even after paying my rent 
and setting aside enough for tobacco and journeys and my food on 
Sundays, I still had four francs a day for drinks, and four francs was wealth. 
There was—it is hard to express it—a sort of heavy contentment, the 
contentment a well-fed beast might feel, in a life which had become so 
simple. For nothing could be simpler than the life of a plongeur. He lives in 
a rhythm between work and sleep, without time to think, hardly conscious 
of the exterior world; his Paris has shrunk to the hotel, the Metro, a few 
bistros and his bed. If he goes afield, it is only a few streets away, on a trip 
with some servant-girl who sits on his knee swallowing oysters and beer. 
On his free day he lies in bed till noon, puts on a clean shirt, throws dice for 
drinks, and after lunch goes back to bed again. Nothing is quite real to him 
but the boulot, drinks and sleep; and of these sleep is the most important. 
 
                                       George Orwell, Down and out in Paris and                               
London. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974. p.90











This therefore frustrates the idea that a chef  experiences each 
phase in the service of  food preparation: they are alienated from 
the other end where the service is consumed. The customer arrives 
and departs as a foreigner; they remain anonymous. Neither being 
able to claim themselves as a host, even if  the chef  wishes to do so. 
The chef  is contracted to deliver a service paid at an hourly rate; the 
stranger enters and requests absolute hospitality6. Yet, the restaurant 
as a sovereignty governed by capital still filters and chooses who it 
deems its “guest,” while using an enclave setting as a camouflage to 
draw the product back to its source. This intention the entirety of  the 
restaurant, from the design of  the menu, the density of  the restaurant 
layout, and the imported Taiwanese drinks, which barely make 
sense for its taste comparing to the British beer, but for the visual 
resemblance with a Taiwanese street food scene. The restaurant tries 
to emulate a cultural location far from its positionality: there Taiwan, 
here London. 







Meanwhile, I had work out the technique of both prolonging 
and delaying cer tain aspects of my work to optimize my 
paid hours in a more comfortable manner—a sophisticated 
maneuver including intentional mistakes, ignorance, and a 
lack of sanitation. The hide-and-seek scenario was a common 
scene during the morning preparation before the 12 o’clock 
service. After a while, although taking very few shifts per 
week, I found myself frequently checking the common 
Whatsapp forum of the kitchen group, which updated every 
single proposition made according to working conditions: 
from the rota of the chefs, the handing over of each station in 
terms of ingredient and the priorities of working sequences.











Situating my nationality, as a Taiwanese labourer, into a debate around social politics and economics is not the 
major concern here, although the materials that the event accumulates might be deployed as a cultural game 
that explores the maneuvering of  cultural capital. But as dining culture is consumption beyond necessity, which 
operates aesthetics as sense the sense of  distinction7 and frames the parameters the food service in a theatrical presence 
to foil the manner and its related capitals that distinguish one’s taste from another. 
 
Outlining the performance, both conceptually and materially, is the idea that he offering of  food is a form of  
communication. It signifies a slightly hackneyed but inevitable polemic – the fuel driving this project. Marcel 
Mauss, who has written a substantial amount on the study on food in The Gift, food offering is part of  the 
exchange practice between antagonistic clans – the potlatch as an example. A practice of  festive event among 
many indigenous tribes that establishes social relationships by an obligation of  giving, which often involves food 
offering. Here, the meal and its source of  ingredients are crucial as it marks out a borderline on the mother earth 
as the periphery of  its native soil, where the specificity of  the ingredient is from.8 A particular material culture is 
therefore shaped in cutlery and cookery, extending a specific etiquette informing the materiality. 

Etiquette, a code of  food consumption that enforces social bonds, and the traces of  ownerships that are embedded 
onto the artifact, are the senses that validates the given time that intwines within the passing over of  recipe and its 
utensil. I would suggest that this flexibility of  value the artifact encompasses puts such value in a relation of  time 
and locale. It is now slowly devastated by the emerging apparatus that imposed upon modern restaurants.



















After having worked for a year in restaurants and takeaways, I’ve now realised that jobs in the kitchen aren’t 
necessarily tough because of the physical demand: you get used to the extraction noise, the dazzling light, the 
late night cleaning, your greasy body shoulder to shoulder with drunks on the late Victoria line. Nor so much is 
the job exhausting because of its repetitiveness; the endless chopping, topping, flipping, stirring in the suffocating 
kitchen. The job becomes demanding because once your life is reduced to a simplistic procedure of rhythms and 
locations, your encounter, reactions and intentions, become entirely foreseeable. 

Whilst your skill and speed progresses, the indulgence of social interactions with other workers hunts you, 
consuming the extra time for your mind to wonder. Moreover, once time is abstracted from the task in front of 
you, your experience flattens into a fabric that is interspersed by the fragmentation of food. Food which migrates 
from chunks to dices, dices to mesh, mesh to juice—eventually dissolves and evaporates. In this routine, your 
mind often falls into a dormant state; auto pilot mode. 

Yet, when incidents happened, I was blinded by the shames of their consequences. Before conscience is woken 
from the flow of work, I would find myself already on the deviation to straighten up the line and move on. During 
my first three months in the restaurant as a fryer, the most common conversations I had were with the master 
fryers about how to redeem over-fried, under-seasoned food. I learned simple tips such as frying a lighter batch 
and mixing them with the darker chips, covering the undercoated fried chicken with a thicker sauce. All these 
discussion served one single purpose: getting the food to the other side of ‘the pass’. 















Contrasting with this, food production tends to sanitize the native soil 
and the social contract in which it stems. Such cultural preferences, or 
progressions, speak in the language of  punctuality and identicalness 
in each dish. Taking Bao, the Taiwanese restaurant I work at, as an 
example, a crucial element deploys another layer of  alienation other 
than spatial distinction, which is beneficial for such characteristics 
to be fulfilled. This element that adjacent spaces of  a restaurant 
determines the relationship between the customer and the chefs. And 
the way the head chef  is situated themself, both as a surveillance 
machine on his colleague and on the restaurant, gels with the demand 
that the management of  a modern restaurant expects. 

The title of  my film project, ‘The Pass’, derives from a kitchen term 
referring to the spaces between the front and back of  house where 
transactions of  both orders and dishes take place. It records and 
reduces any transmission between  them through a hyper-control 
system, which the monitoring of  the restaurant relies on. Supervising 
this system and verifying its physical outcomes is the prime task of  the 
head chef, who performs the role of  surveyor throughout the service 
of  restaurants. The typical layout of  many restaurants positions the 
chef  at the centre point of  the restaurant, in true panoptic style.















Evidently, the chef who operated the pass was often looked 
upon as the scapegoat of the restaurant, by both the front 
and back of the house. The very efficiency of his position 
determined the speed of the delivery of a customer’s order : 
relayed  firstly to the waiter, tapped into the screen by the 
front of the house manager, and printed by the ticket machine 
situated in the back-of-house side of the pass. This delivery 
was finally conveyed through a verbal reading by the head 
chef responsible for the dish, embodying the process with an 
institutional hint.

As par t of my job, chefs were asked to fill out documents 
registering the status of foods in terms of details such as 
temperature, qualities and use-by dates. Making and checking 
the labels was always a hassle as they signified the star t 
and end of the kitchen working hour. Surprisingly, a lot of 
paperwork was completed prior to any form of preparation 
in such a busy restaurant: clearing outdated ingredients, 
throw off  food wastage that is not up to standard. These 
preemptions ironically mark out the makings of a successful 
modern restaurant.



Among the restaurants I have worked in during my time in London, 
‘The pass’ separates the customer from the chef  and vice versa, 
imposing a rhythm of  production by the printing of  tickets at the 
pass. It is conveyed verbally by the head chef  to the rest of  the kitchen 
team and, most of  the time, is the only form of  communication that 
takes place between the back and the front of  the house.















Billy is on staff food next Monday, I have no idea how he’s gonna do it… cooking a fifteen person meal in addition 
to his job, without knowing how to use a pot properly. Billy can’t cook really. He was only a pet groomer.

He once told me the story about the way he dropped out of school at fifteen, enrolling in a technical school 
where his obtained his license for grooming. He couldn’t speak Mandarin fluently, just like many people I met from 
Hong Kong, but I managed to get him to talk through his story. He worked for a few years in a pet shop before 
he got his visa for the UK—he almost lost his fingers once, in an encounter with a particularly vicious animal. He 
told me how he had been financially independent since leaving school, an unusual situation in eastern society. 
After his incident, he had laid in hospital for a week, hiding his wound from his parents and telling them it was a 
car accident.

He told me these things on our walk to Oxford Circus station from the restaurant, going back to our scattered 
homes in far-reaching zones. It was a late night after counting the stock, maybe two in the morning. I was sipping 
cider, the daily staff drink allotment for undertaking, and successfully completing, the night shift. The sour taste and 
bitterness cheered my spirit after having being steamed like a crab in the kitchen since noon. 

Billy mumbled about taking his dog to a friend for grooming the following day, for his lack of equipment. He spent 
£1200 for his dog to be carried on the plane from Hong Kong with him. Especially for the beloved dog, he and 
his boyfriend had secured a pet-friendly flat with a courtyard in zone four. Billy told me it cost them a fortune. 





Billy seemed to put up most of his salary towards the expense of his dog, for whom he laboured in this deathly 
bright, suffocating, morgue-like, restaurant basement. He would chop off trays of pork fat, mincing them by hand it 
into the form of a sausage. This form would later be sliced into ellipse and covered with breadcrumbs to become 
the restaurant’s most famous dish, ‘trotter nuggets’. Before he found himself in any relief of completion, he would 
begin to set about breaking down the cooked lamb leg, which only gets stinkier and greasier as it defrosts. 

Billy worked in the ‘prep room’, the smallest room where all sorts of oriental spices were kept, situated at the 
end of a sequence of spaces which comprised the food preparation area. There was a medium sized room for 
the oven, a walk-in fridge and a kitchen porter station, with the dumb waiter situated adjacent. A tight corridor 
had room for drinks, aprons and staff hangers and ended with a dry-store room for rice, buns and sauce cans. The 
other side of this corridor led you to a small courtyard with permeated daylight thought ventilation holes from 
the outside space above—the dump yard. 



In this performance, the role of  the machine, which mediates between the two parties, is removed. However, the 
hierarchy of  ‘chef ’ and ‘customer’ remains. Different iterations of  physical obstruction is erected between the two 
ends. Instructions are given to simulate the role of  the ticket machine, which disrupt and refill the working rhythm 
at the same time. As an overarching rule, it is constantly reversing the position of  the serving sequence. 

The orchestrator of  the performance takes up a centralised position in the installation, from which views in all 
directions are offered, while the visual scope of  the other participants is restricted. Overall, the participants of  the 
performance Given Table make visible the lives of  those who work in the shadow of  the hospitality industry to the 
academic institution and everyday street.

The performance consists of  the following parts: the installation is made up of  two eccentric circles, an ‘L’ shape 
cooking section diverges from the inner circle and separates the big circle into servicing and preparing areas, 
where the participant in the two position is visually blind by panels erected in front of  the cooking section. The 
outer circle directs the rotation scheme, for which they experience the hierarchy of  apprentice-master-customer 
position in a semi-circle sequence. Two sequences are mirrored so that the participants slowly ascend from the 
bottom of  the circle to its upper part, via the periphery, where the given table is found.

The inner circle indicates a panoptic viewpoint among the serving and preparing areas. In earlier iterations of  
this installation, an overhead camera is installed at a point that rotates between two sections, which operates the 
aforementioned panoptic gaze through a mechanical reflection. Here, I intended to record the distinction between 
the spatial relationships, where participants are coping with physical constraints, revealing the ergonomic gesture 
in relation to everyday practice, under the presence of  surveillance. 









Participants are filmed during this event; a condition that resonates 
with the surveillance techniques employed in modernized restaurant 
kitchens, where different forms of  registration are imposed on staff in 
accordance with a strict time schedule for service delivery.

The position of  participants during the performance frequently 
changes so they are circulating around the installation on a time-
based agenda. The dynamic created here reverses this spatial 
relationship with its counterparts, with an imposed fifteen minute 
rota. 

The duration of  the performance is arranged to sit participants 
in different positions sequentially, hence challenging their ability 
to acclimate to new environs and accommodating  the space 
for improvisation in time and space. The result improves their 
proficiency. 





I amended a later version of  the performance by replacing the overarching camera crane. Here, the surveillance 
is embedded into the installation by cameras mounted onto the structure which constantly document the motions 
on the preparation table. In this version, the power of  the gaze is owned by the individual in the seated position, 
who surveys the process of  food preparation. The image is reflected back to the customer by panels placed on top 
of  the prep stations. 

All cameras, along with those integrated into the installation, are documenting the event in either a perpendicular 
or parallel view. The vertical and tilted panels act as blinds that partially conceal the activities occurring on the 
table.

The intention is to adapt the orthodoxical forms of  surveillance which operate in relation to the physicality of  
the pass in a restaurant environment. At the same time, it gives place to la perruque – meaning ‘to take place’ – 
referring to the tactics of  chefs. Tactics are procedures that gain validity in relation to the pertinence they lend to time— to the 
circumstances which the precise instant of  an intervention transform into a favorable situation9, says De Certeau. By studying the 
maneuverings of  the worker in the working space, it is evident they construct an invisible dimension that makes 
their life easier, a reaction recognized as a physical practice:

workers find ways to utilize their work time to resist the spatial control strategies of  their employers or, more simply put, to elude 
workplace surveillance and discipline. These temporal maneuvers, which take advantage of  contingencies within the architectural and 
political order of  the workplace, take place “out of  view," unnoticed by supervisors (or their optical-mechanical surrogates, cameras, 
listening devices, monitors)10

                                                           







Shengwei grew up in the same town as I did, and over many years he had worked overseas on a working holiday 
visa. After his journey working in farms, orchards, and video shops across Canada and the UK, he was planning to 
apply to a farm for a position as an ecological consultant after he returned to Taiwan. While this was the field in 
which he held a Master’s degree, it was only expected to pay a third of his chef salary in the UK. 

For a monthly rate of £300, he lived in a shared room near Seven Sisters station with two other tenants, a 
Portuguese boy and an Italian girl, in a house where all the rooms were divided into bunk-bed dorms. One of 
the tenants was responsible for the management of a small community under a protocol of reduced rent. The 
space of the tenant of that upper bunk was substituted quite frequently. Shengwei said he got used to shamelessly 
masturbating whilst the other tenants were on the other side of the veil.

When speaking of his dormitory, he expressed very few emotions amongst the other tenants within this dwelling 
that would remind someone of a cheap hostel. Wherever he was to end up staying for a long time, he wished for 
a garden to plant some flowers or easily-grown plants, hobbies which for him would give him a dignified sense of 
being settled: a proper lodger.





Shengwei always cooked for himself, saving all the expense for his traveling itineraries. As a chef, he adapted the 
habit of dining only twice a day, perhaps saving himself the trouble of going to the kitchen of his own flat. He was 
one of my supervisors on the fryer position, though he got into the enterprise only a few week prior to me. To 
my surprise, he had adapted a habit of smoking weed and gained a substantial amount of weight over my time 
working at Bao. Such practices are common among chefs, but nevertheless, he’s over his thirties and should have 
known his limits.

In the end, he didn’t leave London with much money in his pocket. He went back home to struggle with the 
student loan bill for his Master’s studies. The weekend of the last shift we worked together he mentioned he’d 
bought a football ticket for £600, which made the kitchen fall into silence. Nevertheless, I had a good time after 
that shift. We went to a sushi bar where he paid the £90 bill for his lost bet on the Japan-Belgium match on the 
World Cup quarter-final.







As participants on the customer side of  the space gain an understanding of  operations on the other side, they 
are empowered to predict and detect the nuance between established schemes and their corresponding ruses and 
lapses. Further, this facilitates the mechanic demands imposed on the production side. This discharges and shifts 
the role of  surveillance from the panopticon gaze into a linear dialogue, while the defunct central position serves 
any calibration for the event to be verbally and visually conveyed at this point. 

Such abolishment discharges its gaze of  centrifugal reach. This enhances the surveillance apparatus to operate 
through a more omnipotent form. Its absence now becomes a decoy of  space empowering ts captured objects. 
It becomes an apparatus of  inter-surveillance serving disciplinary fairness. The diagram becomes, in the words 
Foucault, the philosopher who argued the prisons and madhouses are the origin of  modern society: “(a) pure 
architectural and optical system... a figure of  political technology that may and must be detached from any specific use.”11 A system 
where every participant can occupy the centre and claim their rights. 

This seeks to simulate the antagonistic condition between hospitality worker and their counterpart two fold. Firstly, 
reproducing the imposition of  time compression in mechanical production mode under a spatial and temporal 
inequality. In this way, an insertion of  a rotation system around a centre access encourages participants to take 
control, rather than leave the system. Secondly, foregrounding the manual precision that operates the preparation 
of  food under spatial constraints and communicative difficulties referring to the production of  a remote cultural 
artifacts, food and drink in this case, with a consensus on culinary supply and registration. This approach aims to 
raise the audience’s empathy whom is more likely be a customer in this composition.





My research also looks at the specific criteria that enhance this alienation of  food from its humane aspect. Taking 
my place of  work Bao as an example, the operation of   ‘The pass’ is entwined with the use of  technology, and its 
dependant on communicative application. Where all kitchen management – such as rota posting, stock counting, 
temperature probing, over-due date checking – depends on, is blurring the boundary of  work and leisure time. 
These strategical mechanisations on the repetitive laboring of  the kitchen work marks the standards of  different 
registration taken prior to the cooking process but also capture the kitchen worker in an infinite mesh of  food 
production.

Agamben, a contemporary Italian philosopher, had warned us against this confluence of  everyday life and the 
technique of  governance12; a relationship between people and the spatial, otherwise known as the telematic 
characteristics that orient them. The function of  the apparatus in any example where behavior is shaped and 
moulded. His interpretation of  apparatus derives from the greek etymology, oikonomia, meaning the management 
of  home.13 In westernised societies, this establishes a clear sense of  distinction. On “the system of  property, alienation 
and exchange,”14 a distinction Mauss claims to address primarily in the ancient Roman law, where everything falls 
into two categories; the familia and pecunia. and the former is better translated – a house.15









This veers the framework of  such research toward the precedents of  hospitality, by gathering the ethnographic 
materials of  one site, and distilling them into a performance as the antithesis to organic social models. An 
apparatus that embodies prestation of  cultural artifacts to be mediated and consumed in its staged environment, 
meanwhile highlighting the gaze that underpins the obligation forced upon it. 

 I would argue that such a condition is a clear sign that the techniques of  the automation of  food production 
has invaded the bespoke kitchen, which might impede the innovation of  any cuisine: the “tongue” is gradually 
removed from the sphere of  the kitchen. Innovation is not this essay’s central concern, albeit troubling. As it 
renders the debate on the mode of  mass-production that pre-cooked and deliveroo food adapted. Its laboratory-
like approach refrains the body from any physical contact before the food reaches the consumer. 

I would like to propose – with the juxtaposition of  crystal sanitized food and the elaborate culinary art – whether 
the consumer’s perspective is a problematic position, and are they taking into account the conditions of  the 
human labour that went into making the meal they have paid for? If  so, how they situate themselves within the 
structure of  late capitalism, where two poles are sailing away from one another, is key; the chef  is lacking in 
agency and labour rights. 





All performances in part involve those who worked at either Bao or in the hospitality industry, through liaising with 
workers, whose lives are deeply enmeshed in the industry and its code. The collision between chef  and participant 
seeks to evoke a conversation subjecting working conditions, which is not easily perceived or experienced; which 
often happens merely under the shadow of  many financially successful restaurants. So as to unravel the back of  
the house by its corporeal subject, from a locale in most of  the cases, enclosed or obscured, as a discrete part from 
the accessible area to the consumer. 

Eventually, the conviviality the food offering embodies is an institutional space, elaborated through the meandering 
of  sounds and vapor. It directs the gaze of  audiences towards the hands and what is holds. Which give voice to the 
laboring of  food preparation in its haptic consensus, and how it deals with the harmful vibrants and temperature 
of  the suppliance. This forces the audience to ponder the physicality of  kitchen work and highlights the bodies 
that foreground it. This approach might be aligned with concept of  “ideological state apparatus”16 that produces 
instead of  reflects society.

In a broader sense, this live event up-scales the efficiency that operators of  such apparatus benefit from the 
mechanization of  human labor and its panoptic transparency, in a time-based parameter. As such, I hope to 
underline the aspect of  different temporalities (food-producer-consumer-apparatus,) in opposition  to such 
ephemeral and everyday consumptions. As a result, I challenge the exchange system we celebrate in today’s socio-
economic context of  late capitalism: how it is cooperated with an agenda that prioritizes time, but fails to consider 
its physical gesture. This “structure” of  the work is based on its “scenario thinking.”17 and the effort to convince 
participants involved  in these fabricated, yet real, scenarios that the scene reflects. Instead of  being a simple 
installation, this veers the work towards the realm of  Participatory Art, evoking strong ethical questions around 
the scenario in which it is made up of.
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